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ABSTRACT

The nuclear power plant V-1 Bohunice consists of two VVER-440 units with V-230
reactors. Unit 1 was commissioned in 1978 and Unit 2 in 1980. Large experience and
knowledge from the operation of previous units with V-230 reactors were incorporated into
the V-1 design, which resulted in a higher level of safety and operational reliability of these
units.

The Siemens company which won an international bidding process developed these
basic goals for the Gradual Upgrading into the so called Basic Engineering (BE). For the
implementation of the Gradual Upgrading in line with the BE, Rekon consortium was
established consisting of Siemens and VÚJE. The implementation of the Gradual Upgrading
is scheduled for the time period of 1996 ÷ 2000.

Siemens was responsible for the upgrading strategy – based on the approved results of
the basic engineering phase and the PSAR, the engineering and realization of all I&C
improvements, and also for the seismic upgrade. VÚJE´s responsibility covered the detailed
engineering and implementation of mechanical, electrical and civil part of upgrading
measures as well as overall organisation and evaluation of verification tests.

The consortium awarded contracts for final planning and design, installation services
and commissioning to other Slovakian subcontractors in order to ensure the largest possible
local content.

The gradual reconstruction of the V-1 Bohunice with V230 reactors represents
a comprehensive reconstruction of safety-related systems and equipment. Following its
completion, the units will be operated with a safety level accepted internationally.

1 INTRODUCTION

The most extensive global reconstruction of a nuclear power plant with VVER
440/V230 reactor worldwide has been completed at the V-1 Bohunice plant in the middle of
2000 after implementing all the work planned. Extensive reconstruction activities in the area
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of process systems, electric systems, instrumentation and control systems, and in civil
engineering part, which significantly upgraded the level of nuclear safety, were carried out by
Rekon consortium. The consortium - established purposefully for the action of gradual
reconstruction of V-1 Bohunice - consisted of the German Siemens and Slovak VÚJE Trnava
Inc. The gradual reconstruction was carried out based on the Decision No. 1/94 of the Nuclear
Regulatory Authority of the Slovak Republic (ÚJD SR) which conditioned future operation of
the plant by a gradual upgrading of nuclear safety up to an internationally accepted level.

The two V-1 units generate approximately 20 % of electricity produced in Slovakia.
Unit 1 was commissioned in 1978, unit 2 in 1980Each paper should contain an Abstract of
100 to 200 words, an Introduction, additional sections presenting the paper contents,
Conclusions, Acknowledgements as applicable, and References.

2 DESIGN MODIFICATIONS AND SMALL RECONSTRUCTION

The process of nuclear safety level upgrading and operational reliability increasing
started immediately after the commissioning of V-1 Bohunice. More than 1 200 changes
against the original design which resulted from operation evaluation, operational experience,
international recommendations and new rules were implemented gradually. Another
significant phase was the so-called small reconstruction implemented in the period
1991-1993.

Based on short-term and long-term measures and recommendations resulting from
international expert missions, the regulatory body issued its Decision No. 5/1991 in which
additional 81 measures for further enhancement of nuclear safety and reliability level were
specified, and the Decision No. 213/1992 in which additional 14 measures were specified.

Significant improvements resulting from the small reconstruction were achieved in the
following areas:

� core damage probability was reduced from 1.7x10-3 /year down to 8.9x10-4 /year.
� low probability of a break in reactor coolant system piping (10-6 /year) was demonstrated

using the leak before break (LBB) methodology
� reactor pressure vessels were annealed
� confinement integrity was improved
� emergency control rooms for accident unit shut-down were created
� reactor protection systems were modified
� new diesel generators and accumulator batteries were installed
� seismic resistance was strengthened

By implementing these measures during the small reconstruction, the V1 plant joined -
according to the core damage probability – the plants the continuing operation of which is
acceptable but continuation of the work in this area is necessary.

The small reconstruction, with its design and implementation provided by Slovak
companies, paved the way to a significantly more extensive, comprehensive gradual
reconstruction of V1 Bohunice to comply with the regulatory requirements.
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3 MAIN GOALS OF THE GRADUAL RECONSTRUCTION

The operation of the V1 plant after 1995 was conditioned by the regulatory Decision
No. 1/1994 by a gradual upgrading of nuclear safety up to the level accepted internationally,
with the results of the gradual reconstruction due to be evaluated each year and regulatory
approval to be given for the subsequent year based on the work results.

The regulatory decision specified the fundamental objectives of the gradual
reconstruction:

� establishing two separate safety systems
� modification of the systems providing safe and reliable management of both DBA and

BDBA accidents
� modification of reactor protection system in such a way that its probability of failure is

less than 10-5/a
� enhancement of safety and reliability of the mode with residual heat removal during a

seismic event (F&B secondary and primary system)
� increasing the reliability of safety related power supply
� enhancement of seismic resistance and fire safety

� Probabilistic goals: � Deterministic goals:
� Safety systems failure probability

< 10-3 on demand
� Safety systems will cope with new DBA

(LOCA 2 x ø200 mm) using
Conservative approach,

�  Core Damage Frequency < 10-4

reactor/year
  �  BDBA (LOCA 2 x ø500 mm) using Best

Estimate
 � Reactor trip system failure

probability < 10-5 on demand
� Peak fuel cladding temperature <

    1200 °C
� LBB concept implemented –

probability of sudden double ended
guillotine break of primary pipe
< 10-6 per year

� Fuel melting prevented
� Total cladding oxidation < 1% from

  the total cladding amount

      � Peak local cladding oxidation < 18%
  from the initial cladding thickness

� Confinement tightness and localization
system assure dose equivalent <50 mSv in
case of DBA, 250 mSv/BDBA for entire
body and dose equivalent <500
mSv/DBA, 1500 mSv/BDBA for thyroid

To implement the design of the gradual reconstruction, the Rekon consortium consisting
of the Siemens KWU and VÚJE Trnava was established in April 1996. The splitting of tasks
within the consortium was defined in a consortial contract. The objective was to include
Slovak organizations into the design and supply activities as much as possible to provide
about 60 % of output and deliveries for the V1 gradual reconstruction.
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4 MANAGEMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT

The philosophy of implementation of the gradual reconstruction was based on a gradual
implementation of particular projects in the course of extended unit outages. It means that
work activities related to the reconstruction of the unit in question, shut down for refueling,
provided by the Rekon consortium, by the Bohunice plant and by subcontractors, and the
standard activities of the plant operator related to the general maintenance and reactor
refueling, were being performed in parallel.

This philosophy for work implementation imposed significant demands not only on
work coordination between the consortium and plant operator, but also on work coordination
inside the consortium and its subcontractors, with regards to spatial and time possibilities for
the implementation.

According to the scope of implementation activities related to the gradual
reconstruction, the duration of the outage for general maintenance and refueling was extended
based on an agreement with the plant operator from usual 45 days up to 75 – 174 days.

Work implementation in the course of several extended outages provides benefits for
the customer in that it:

� does not require any long term unit shut-down and minimizes production loss from
electricity generation

� enables to transfer experience from the particular phases of implementation between the
individual systems at units 1 and 2

� accounts for possible sources of funding and distribution into a longer time period

Disadvantages of gradual implementation of the particular design and implementation
activities are as follows:

� necessity to implement provisional arrangements to ensure unit operation following the
particular phases, and in turn a certain increase of the financial demands on the project

� high requirements on profession and inter-profession coordination of technical activities

From the technical point of view, the project of gradual reconstruction was divided into
the following 16 functional process (technology) systems:

� safety valves on pressurizer
� super emergency feedwater system
� steam dump station into atmosphere
� power supply from grid III – hydro power plant Madunice
� emergency core cooling system
� fire protection
� electric systems
� instrumentation and control systems
� confinement spray system
� accident mitigation and confinement system
� confinement integrity
� confinement strength
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� confinement venting
� essential service water system
� ventilation system
� seismic strengthening

The implementation work, in line with the accepted philosophy of the gradual
reconstruction according to the detail designs developed, started during unit 2 refueling
outage in 1996. The largest scope of work at unit 2 was carried out in 1998, the largest scope
of work at unit 1 and even during the whole gradual reconstruction was carried out during the
last outage of unit 1 in 2000. In the course of this outage, also a common outage of both units
occurred to make it possible to connect the designated consumers to the essential service
water system.

The VÚJE task within the consortium was to provide for the following 14 functional
process systems (besides I&C systems and seismic strengthening) the following actions:

� documentation of actual conditions
� elaboration of concepts as a basis for detail design
� provision of system and equipment deliveries
� management of installation
� development of installation schedules
� coordination of installation work
� unit start-up
� development of programs for testing newly installed systems
� performance of test programs
� evaluation of programs
� provision of spare parts for new equipment
� personnel training
� development of training documentation
� assurance of training at equipment manufacturer
� development of technical documentation
� operating procedures – updating after each unit outage in line with the scope of

implementation work within the gradual reconstruction
� updating of safety documentation
� documentation for the regulatory body
� complete control and coordination of all suppliers in the area of the development of design

documentation, deliveries, installation, equipment and unit commissioning

Exclusively Slovak firms experienced with the implementation of work in nuclear
power sector and able to comply with the demanding implementation terms under specific
conditions provided the installation work in the course of the total gradual reconstruction.

5 CONCLUSIONS

By the implementation of the gradual reconstruction of the V1 Bohunice units in the
period 1996 ÷ 2000, the requirements of the regulatory authority to upgrade significantly the
nuclear safety of the plant with VVER 440/V230 reactor were met. In 1993 ÷1999, 17
international expert missions visited Bohunice but none of them required to close the plant.
The most important was the last mission of the West European Nuclear Regulatory
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Association (WENRA) in autumn 1999 which expressed in a very positive opinion about the
level of V1 nuclear safety in its report.

The results of the V1 gradual reconstruction have been appreciated several times at
various international levels and in this way the excellent technical capabilities of Slovak
technicians, designers, and engineers in cooperation with the prestigious foreign company was
appreciated.

With regards to the successful completion of such an extensive replacement of safety
related systems in the process part, electric part and I&C part, and to the internationally
accepted nuclear safety level achieved, it is hard to understand the decision of the Slovak
government to close the V1 Bohunice plant prematurely in 2006 (unit 1), res. in 2008 (unit 2).

This political decision not accounting for the achieved technical level of the V1
Bohunice plant as one of the least-cost electricity sources in Slovakia, will result in significant
losses for the plant operator.

We may hope that in the flow of technical and economical arguments, the decision on
the premature closure of the V1 Bohunice units will be revoked and the upgraded units will be
able to produce and supply electricity needed for consumers in the Slovak Republic or abroad
in the reliable, safe, cheap and ecological way.
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